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Abstract

In intelligent web systems [2], web prefetching [27] plays a crucial role.
In order to make accurate predictions for web prefetching, it is important
but challenging to uncover valuable information from web use statistics [16].
Using statistics and domain expertise, this study presents a new approach
dubbed SPUDK for efficient prefetching. In this paper, it is shown how web
access logs can be used efficiently for browsing prediction. Our main focus
is on the technique needed to manage the queries found in web access logs
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so that valuable information can be attained. We further process these access
logs using a taxonomy and a thesaurus, WordNet, to find the semantics of
queries. SPUDK, a system that organises use data into semantic clusters, is
one example of this approach. Our contributions in this paper are as follows:
(1) A technique to exploit query keywords from access logs. (2) An approach
to enrich queries with semantic information. (3) A new similarity measure for
finding similarity among URLs present in access logs. (4) A novel clustering
technique to find semantic clusters of URLs. (5) Experimental evaluation
of the proposed system. The proposed SPUDK system is evaluated using
American Online (AOL) logs, which gives improvement of 39% in precision
of prediction, 35% in hit ratio and reduction of 50.6% in latency on average
as compared to other prediction techniques in the literature.

Keywords: Semantic prediction, web usage mining (WUM), web content
mining (WCM), domain knowledge, usage data, access logs.

1 Introduction

People’s reliance on the Internet to exchange information has grown as the
web’s popularity has soared. Web users may access an enormous quantity
of data, and that volume is growing exponentially. That’s why new efficient
techniques are needed to quickly access the information. These days, the
prefetching technique has become increasingly popular. The primary purpose
of prefetching is to successfully forecast the web sites that will be viewed in
the near future and to get those web pages in advance, prior to a user making
a request for those web pages. This is accomplished by downloading those
web pages.

There are a number of issues which need to be considered while making
a prefetching system, such as how to discover information from web usage
data and represent that information for making prediction. Currently, search
is purely based upon keyword based information retrieval [1] which results in
irrelevant information. Semantics can be added to enhance the browsing and
querying capability of the World Wide Web. Another consideration is how to
acquire taxonomic information relevant for understanding the domain, how to
signify as well as utilize the discovered knowledge, and finally, how to create
an effective and efficient prefetching system based on the found information.

Using use statistics and domain expertise, we plan on creating SPUDK, a
semantic prefetching system. Throughout this paper, we argue that the queries
that appear in web access logs are straightforward and helpful [15], therefore
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these should be considered when generating predictions about web sites. This
study demonstrates that by examining the queries sent to a specific page, we
may learn about the semantics of that page. As a result, web access logs vary
from a basic list of web access sequences. It is impossible to make predictions
solely using web access sequences if a user is accessing an undiscovered
web page, since these techniques cannot forecast related to this page. The
“new-page problem” is the term for this issue.

The prediction of future web pages in SPUDK is not only derived by web
access sequences, but by the semantics of the queries given by the user corre-
sponding to the web page to overcome the new-page problem. To introduce
semantics in SPUDK, domain knowledge in the form of taxonomy has been
used. An improved prefetching system may be achieved by merging domain
knowledge with web use statistics, as shown in this research.

As a result of this research, the following are the main findings:

• The primary contribution of this work is an approach that enriches query
terms with a taxonomy in order to generate a semantic characterization
of each web page. This approach is meant to bridge the conceptual gap
that occurs between inquiries and the content of a website page.

• A technique for clustering that utilizes a suggested similarity metric in
order to group together a collection of URLs into distinct groups. The
suggested similarity metric takes into account several sets of weighted
words organized in taxonomic hierarchy. The similarity among sets is
not determined by words in the two sets precisely matching one another;
rather, it is determined by the total degree to which all of the terms in
the first set are similar to all of the terms in the second set. In order
to do URL clustering and cut down on the amount of space needed for
searches, a two-level clustering approach was suggested.

• A full prefetching system, called SPUDK. Using the bipartite graph
technique, a connection has been made between queries and the URLs
found in the access logs using the bipartite graph approach. These
queries are parsed and keywords are extracted. These extracted key-
words are mapped to taxonomy categories which results in more precise
descriptive terms. The proposed clustering technique is then applied to
these semantically enhanced access logs in order to produce a cluster set
of URLs that are similar to one another. Predictions can then be made
using the best cluster that matches the user’s provided query.

An overview of this paper’s structure is given in the sections that follow.
Section 2 provides the motivation for using queries’ keywords from usage
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data and domain knowledge for making prediction. Section 3 discusses work
related to semantic prefetching. Section 4 presents in detail the approach
of the proposed prefetching system, i.e. SPUDK. Section 5 provides an
illustration of the proposed system using an example. Experimental results
are presented in Section 6, which examines the suggested system’s perfor-
mance. A few ideas for future research are discussed in Section 7, which
brings this study to a close.

2 Motivation

2.1 Motivation for Use of Queries’ Keywords from Usage Data
for Making Prediction

Content on the Internet is not descriptive (e.g., multimedia content). If we’re
searching for a phone ad, a person, or whatever else, it’s usually a good idea to
see what other people are saying about a website. This additional data affects
the nature or quality of the linked website in addition to the content in the
anchor tag. In the user queries to which it leads, we want the semantics of the
web page U to be made accessible. Take the search term “smart phone” as an
example and go to web page U. Using the word “smart phone” as a synonym
indicates that U is characterised by its semantics. When a large number of
people are searching for the same thing, this is more effective. This is known
as “collective semantics,” and it’s a kind of semantics.

2.2 Motivation for Use of Domain Knowledge

Keywords are often used to identify web sites. Direct comparisons between
keywords and user query phrases are used to find commonalities across web
pages. For example, the URL u1 that appears with the list of keywords =
{snake; desert} will be judged as irrelevant to URL u2 which appears with
list = {adder; Sahara}; however, it is argued that these two lists of key words
(and, thus, pages) are actually related as “adder” is a “snake” and “Sahara” is
a “desert,” hence, they have same meaning. A flexible URL matching proce-
dure may be done by putting keywords into taxonomy categories. Mapping
using taxonomy keywords has the major benefit of condensing a big number
of keywords into a smaller number of categories. A user query is a group of
keywords that may also be categorised. Additionally, this mapping decreases
the dimensionality issue and permits modest matching different classes rather
than “exact keyword matching.”
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3 Related Work

In the literature, various prediction systems have been proposed. This section
explains the prevalent related work. Authors [4] used the Markov model
integrated with the Apriori Algorithm for usage pattern detection. Location-
aware low-rank matrix factorization [5] has been used for QoS prediction
based web service recommendation. Authors [6] used machine learning for
web based prediction.

Researchers have also worked upon hybrid prediction systems [7–9]
which combine usage mining, content mining and structure mining to resolve
the new-page problem. In [10], authors used an integrated approach for the
prediction of web page based upon web logging and sequential rank based
selection technique. This research focused on how to improve the overall
web performance and the efficiency of usage logs. In the proposed approach,
web logging is used to improve the accuracy of predicting the document.
A selection technique based on sequential ranking has been used to optimize
the prediction for clustered accesses. In this approach, when a user requests
a URL, first the prediction engine works out by finding similar web pages of
the requested page from access logs. It makes a cluster of these similar pages
as per their groups and URL addresses. The frequency of each request from
each cluster is then measured. Then, using a sequential rank-based selection
technique [11], the cluster with the highest likelihood of anticipating users’
future requests is identified.

Web page prediction was improved by Nguyen et al. [12] who developed
a semantically upgraded strategy that used a website’s domain knowledge
and web usage statistics. For this purpose, a variety of queries were cre-
ated. The proposed approaches outperformed typical web use mining-based
methods in an experiment, according to the data obtained.

Hu et al. [13] suggested a location prediction system that is scalable for
use with web sites. An idea known as term location vectors was presented
by the authors as a means of capturing position distributions for all words.
Additionally, an automated method was devised to evaluate the significance
of each term location vector in terms of location prediction. The suggested
framework was empirically tested on a large dataset, and the findings showed
that it enhanced accuracy.

Authors [14] presented a software defect prediction method, which pre-
dicts problematic code sections. Finding flaws and prioritizing testing may
be aided by this software tool. The semantic distinctions between various
programs are often overlooked by traditional prediction algorithms. This
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Table 1
Sr. Justification in Context
No. Method Used Description of Research Work
1. Cost function

[10, 11]
Prediction of future request
has been made based upon
certain factors like the
popularity and lifetime of
web objects.

It is a very less popular approach
for pattern determination and
according to that certain factors
may require like popularity and
lifetimes that is very difficult to
achieve and may vary from time
to time so this approach is also
not suitable in context for
proposed research.

2. Implicit link
analysis [14, 15]

In the “implicit link analysis”
technique, the importance of
a web page is determined by
the users who navigate the
web page.

It is a very less popular approach
for pattern determination. Extra
work is required to reorganize
the structure of website as per
user navigation.

3. Integration of
domain
knowledge
[12, 13]

By integration of domain
knowledge with other
methods of prefetching,
semantics can be taken into
account. This results into
more accurate predictions.

It gives useful information based
on semantics. Therefore, we are
considering the domain
knowledge into our research
work.

has a negative impact on the accuracy of these forecasting algorithms.
A representation-learning approach has been developed to bridge the gap
between semantics and poor prediction characteristics by automatically
learning the semantic representations of programs from source code files.
Deep belief networks (DBN) are used to learn semantic characteristics using
token vectors derived from the programs’ AST (Abstract Syntax Trees).

Authors [15] suggested a semantic illness prediction system based on
semantic approaches such as Bio Ontology Annotator, FOL (First Order
Logic), and DL (Description Logic). Medical data and habits of teachers
may be used to predict the likelihood of a certain ailment. Teachers might
benefit from the suggested strategy by being able to catch infections before
they become too complex to treat.

In addition, especially in regard to the results presented by the previously
published related work shown in Table 1, the purpose of this study is to
enhance the forecast of the user’s browsing experience during the last decade
in order to accomplish the following objectives:

• To enhance the accuracy of prediction in terms of hit ratio
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• To reduce network traffic
• To reduce server load
• To reduce prediction time.

4 Proposed SPUDK System

The proposed semantic prefetching prediction system based on usage data
and domain knowledge (SPUDK) is discussed in this section. It integrates
information about how people use the web with the semantics of the content
as expressed by the user’s query and hierarchical taxonomy. The following
are the system’s primary selling points:

• The queries that users have entered are examined by this approach to
describe the URL pages which have been clicked correspondingly.

• The suggested activity creates connections between queries and URLs
found in access logs using a bipartite graph technique. To show web
sites based on user interest, the graph is categorised and keywords are
collected from queries.

• Clustering can be utilised in access logs to make the cluster collection
of the same type of URLs available in order to create predictions for
user queries rather than searching for a whole set of URLs. After that,
predictions can be made using a collection that closely matches the
user’s query. Applying clustering to logs necessitates the usage of a
restricted vocabulary in order to consistently separate content.

• Due to this requirement, semantic weighted log records are utilised in
our suggested work. These logs utilise conventional logs. Using the
bipartite graph procedure, keywords are collected and then inserted
into taxonomy categories to establish records of semantic weights. This
produces the uniform and constrained vocabulary of the taxonomy that
clustering demands. The predictions for the users’ searches are based on
these conceptually defined collections.

By doing this, semantically similar content can be added to the system
predictions. Therefore, the issues with each of the following approaches
are resolved by combining usage data with domain information to create
SPUDK:

• User-provided queries and relationships with keywords existing in the
access logs are the best ways to capture user interest.

• To capture content semantics utilising taxonomies and thesaurus, access
logs have been transformed into semantic weighted log records. This
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makes it possible for the system to predict documents using semantic
similarity rather than keyword matching. Customers can now pick from
a wide range of very relevant predictions as a consequence.

In general, the SPUDK model operates in two phases as shown:

• Offline phase
This begins by extracting queries from access logs that describe a web
page in relation to a user’s view and the URL that corresponds to
it. Bipartite graphs are used to extract queries and URLs from logs,
which are subsequently parsed by the system to provide query terms.
Each keyword’s weight is determined by how often users click on the
keyword’s URL.
The semantic weighted log records are then produced by mapping
these keywords to terms in the pre-defined domain taxonomy using
Wordnet as thesaurus. The only difference between semantic weighted
log records and processed access logs is that the former contain the
terms and weights assigned to them by the given taxonomy. In semantic
weighted log records, data mining techniques like clustering are applied,
resulting in a set of URL collections organised according to concepts
connected to taxonomy. These collections are employed to create a
user-provided predicted list of queries.

• Online phase
The user enters a search query during this step. Afterward, the query is
archived. The matching web page is restored if it is present in the cache.
As an alternative, the request is sent to the server to be handled by it.
The same query has since been sent to the SPUDK prediction module.
The keyword-based query will be converted into the proper taxonomy
words by this module. Then, a similarity matcher will be given these
terms along with collections of URLs acquired during the offline phase.
This matcher generates a list of matched URLs that are then prioritised
based on the established weights.

The prediction mechanism is operative close to the server. The prediction
model’s initial input is a set of access logs. Its incremental module works to
regularly update the logs. Only newly added entries are taken into account for
each additional module execution. There are many different modules engaged
in the proposed approach, which may be shown in Figure 1. These modules
are working together to determine a feasible and correct solution for the issues
outlined above.
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Figure 1 SPUDK system.

4.1 Query Extraction Module

Use data is examined from a fresh viewpoint in the form of searches that users
have made to characterize the URL sites that they have visited. This activity is
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introduced in [16] which uses a bipartite graph process to build relationships
between queries and URLs contained in access logs. The graph is categorized
and keywords are extracted from queries, which are used to display web
pages based on user interest. The prediction mechanism is operative close
to the server. The prediction model’s initial input is a set of access logs. Its
incremental module works to regularly update the logs. Only newly added
entries are taken into account for each additional module execution.

This module works with several steps as follows:

1. Preprocessing: At first, this module accepts input in the form of access
logs. Each time a user requests a web page, a record is added to the
logs. The various log fields [17] are anonymous user id, date and time,
requested query, item rank, server that was accessed, and user-clicked
URL corresponding to the requested query. Each log entry is processed
by removing the stopwords and extracting the requested query, and then
clicking the corresponding URL. PL (processed logs) are used to store
the data.

2. Bipartite graph generation: Queries Q along with URLs U from PL
are connected in a bipartite graph produced. The bipartite graph was
selected since it aids in the comprehension of the information and closes
the semantic gap between searches along with web page content by
using rich data from the user’s click activity to develop predictions from
queries and user behaviour data. Each time you don’t have to scan logs,
you’re freeing up space and simplifying things. It is also computed while
the graph is being built, to demonstrate how much confidence the user
has in the query – or how near it is to visited URLs. Links between
Q and U show that URLs and searches are clicked on. A query-URL
click graph is the name given to the bipartite graph that was generated
(C-graph). The resulting C-graph has the following nomenclature:

• Q = {q1, q2, . . . qm}
• U = {u1, u2, . . . un}
• <Cq,u> is an edge depicting number of clicks between U and Q.

As an instance, consider the following: Q = {q1, q2} and U = {u1, u2,
u3}. Figure 2 shows an example of a C-graph.

Cq1,u1 indicates that the URL u1 was clicked five times in response to
query q1, as shown by the label on the edge <q1, u1>.

1. Query parsing: There are N-grams connected with each query con-
tained in the C-graph that represent the content of URLs (NC-graph).
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Cq2,u2= 5 

u1 u2 u3 

q1 q2 

Cq1,u1= 5 Cq1,u3= 7 

Figure 2 Example of C-graph.

u1 

n1 n2 

Cn2,u1= 5 Cn1,u1= 5 

Figure 3 Example of an NC-graph.

2. Weight assignment: Based on the frequency of query clicks, as demon-
strated on the edges of Cq,u in the C-graph, weights were given in query
to every other N-gram, represented in NC-graph. For every N-gram
Cn,u query, a single click count is allocated <Cn,u> that is identical
to the number of clicks between URL u and N-gram n it refers to
(Cq,u). For instance, the query q1 is broken down into N-grams n1 and
n2 that provide the NC-graph shown in Figure 3. Figure 2 shows that
Cq1,u1 = 5, hence its N-grams, Cn1,u1 and Cn2,u1 are also = 5.

For every URL “u”, a weighted vector is constructed that includes
weighted N-gram Wn,u. Moreover, Wn,u is also calculated by summing the
click counts of the N-grams (Cn,u) originating from various URL searches.

After that, the values are rescaled by normalizing the weighted
N-grams (1).

Wn,u = wn,u

/ ∑
v∈Vu

Cv,u and Vu = {V ∈ Nq : Nq ∈< q, u >} (1)

// Calculated by dividing the total number of clicks on phrases that appear in
inquiries for the URL u by n, u
here,
URL is represented by u,
for query, one N-gram is represented by n,
v is defined as a term
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A list of all N-grams relating to the URL u various queries, as defined by Vu.
All N-grams of the query q is represented by Nq

Weight of N-gram n in the URL u is represented by wn,u

For URL u, click count of every term is represented by Cv,u

A weighted log is then generated, which comprises URLs, N-grams, their
weights, and their respective N-grams and their weighted logs.

Definition 1: Query, date and time, URL and rank are all part of a collection
of vectors known as access logs, where id is the anonymous user id, query is
the one that was asked by user, date and time is the time and day at which the
server was visited, and rank is the item’s rank.

Definition 2: Requests for documents on the web are represented by (query,
URL) in the processed access logs. The URL corresponds to the document’s
identification as it appears on the internet and is clicked by users.

Definition 3: Query in a URL click graph (C-graph), each node represents the
number of times a user has clicked <Cq,u> on URL to get the information
they were looking for, and each edge represents the number of times a user
has clicked <Cq,u> on a URL to get the information they were looking for.

Definition 4: An N-gram associated with a click-graph (NC-graph) is a
bipartite graph which contains (URL U, N-gram N, click count, <Cn,u>),
where the URL is the uniform resource locator (URL) of the page as it appears
on the World Wide Web and is clicked by the user in response to the requested
inquiry and each query in the C-graph is converted into an N-gram, and the
number of times a given N-gram N was clicked on the specified URL U is
represented by the edge <Cn,u>.

Definition 5: Based on Definitions 3 and 4, the connection weight between
the N-gram present in query n ∈ N and a URL u ∈ U is defined as: Wn,u =
wn,u/

∑
v∈VuCv,u where Vu = {V ∈ Nq : Nq ∈< q, u >}.

Definition 6: Weighted logs are a collection of vectors of the type (URL,
N-grams, weight), where URL is the identification of the document as is
shown on the World Wide Web and was clicked by the user in response to
the requested query, and N-grams and weight are both numeric values. Each
query in the C-graph is broken down into N-grams, and the weight of the link
between N-grams in query n ∈ N and URL u ∈ U is defined by the number
of times the two are connected.
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Figure 4 Translation of a keyword-based query to a category-based query.

4.2 Query Enrichment Module

A taxonomy-based approach to query interpretation has been employed in
this module and is described in more depth in [18]. The major goal of this
effort is to generate more exact queries from a given keyword in order to
receive more pertinent and helpful information. In this approach, the cate-
gories found in taxonomy have been applied to represent domain taxonomy.
The approach is shown in Figure 4.

1. At the first step, it takes N-grams of a query from the weighted logs.
2. These N-grams are mapped to the domain taxonomy’s categories T =

{c1, . . . , ck.} in order to get more pertinent information. A similarity
matching technique that is based on domain-specific taxonomies and
is covered in depth in Section 4.2.2 has been used to complete this
mapping. To locate the closest category to a keyword, it employs a
thesaurus. Additionally, we used WordNet as a thesaurus, which is
covered in Section 4.2.1.

3. Weights are assigned to N-grams in accordance with the frequency of
queries connected to URLs in order to better categorise URLs. The
weights of the taxonomy categories are therefore modified in accordance
with the formula provided in Section 4.2.3. The category-based inquiry
that was produced is then forwarded to the search engine in order to
obtain more pertinent data on this particular question.
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4.2.1 Wordnet
In WordNet, extensions, adjectives, verbs, and English nouns are classified
as synsets in an online dictionary application. Each one exemplifies a fun-
damental notion of knowledge. The word “synsets” refers to a collection
of synonyms that expresses a person’s understanding of a certain set of
concepts. Hypernymy (super concept)/hyponymy (subconcept) (also called
hierarchy/taxonomy) and meronymy (part-of) are all examples of synsets that
establish diverse semantic connections (has-a). A collection of sensations is
available for each word in WordNet. There are eight verbs and eight nouns
in the word “wind.” First, “wind” as a noun indicates that it refers to the
movement of the air”’.

Nature → phenomenon
Physical phenomenon → natural phenomenon
Atmospheric phenomenon →
Atmospheric condition →
Wind → weather; weather condition.

4.2.2 Similarity matching approach
This plays a significant role in our semantic retrieval system. The same
matching approach is used to interpret the query. By using the thesaurus’s
provided formulas, we determine similarity to determine the closest category
in taxonomy T for keyword k.

If a keyword is included in the taxonomy, it is entered exactly as it is.
Additionally, the proposed hybrid similarity approach, which combines type-
based similarity with path-based similarity, is used to choose the category that
most closely resembles the keyword.

• Type-based similarity: If the keyword k is defined as the same name in
category c it means that the keyword is directly related to that category,
i.e. the keyword is a type of this category. This category is then assigned
to the keyword corresponding to the match value 1 and there is no need
to calculate the match for other categories.

• Path-based similarity: If a specific synonym is not found, path-based
similarities will be identified. The Wu and Palmer similarity scale was
used to calculate the similarities between the k, Sn(k) and categories c
in T, which measure the similarity between two words. We select a pair
(k, c) with highest similarity to map keyword k in the taxonomy.

Using the Wu and Palmer similarity we can compute the path-based
similarity between two nodes a, b of the given taxonomy by using following
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formula:

S(a, b) =
2 ∗ depth(LCS(a,b))
depth(a) + depth(b)

(2)

where LCS is the least common sequence of a and b.
For the keyword to category mapping process, the breadth first search

traversal algorithm has been used which considers the categories at top level
of taxonomy first. The category with highest similarity is further considered
to find the right sub-category. This process is repeated until most appropriate
category is found. Finally, the keyword and category pair, i.e. the (k, c) pair
providing the highest similarity s is selected.

4.2.3 Weightage of the resulting query
Weight is assigned to the resulting category as per the given formula

Weight of category v = w ∗ s (3)

where w represents weight of the keyword and s represents the similarity
value between the keyword and mapped category.

So each URL is represented as (Ui, (ci, vi)) where c is the taxonomical
category and v is its weight. Now, weighted log records are enhanced with
terms that are a part of the taxonomy which are here called as semantic
weighted logs.

Definition 7: Semantic weighted logs is a set of vectors of the form (URL,
category, weight), where URL is the identifier of the document as it appears
on the World Wide Web, clicked by the user corresponding to the requested
query, category represents the taxonomy terms corresponding to query key-
words, and weight is the connection weight between category c ∈ T and a
URL u ∈ U.

4.3 Clustering Module

URLs are passed into the clustering module at this stage. Because a similarity
measure is required for the operation of any clustering approach, this module
is built around two fundamental concepts: the similarity measure and the
clustering algorithm. SPUDK’s semantic similarity measure, which broadens
the similarity radius by taking the closeness of phrases into account rather
than merely looking at binary comparisons, is another important addition.
Also included is a two-level clustering approach that uses two separate thresh-
old levels. Increased cluster tightness and reduced computing complexity are
goals.
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4.3.1 Semantic-similarity measure
There has been a lot of study on this subject. Clustering URLs based on a
similarity metric established in [19] is used to identify similarities between
taxonomic sets of words.

According to the Wu and Palmer [20] similarity, the proposed measure is
convenient to employ in universal computing environments where the idea of
taxonomy is represented using a taxonomy model. There are no fake results
here. Two words t1 and t2 are compared based on their depth rather on
their distance since terms at lower taxonomic levels are more specialised and
comparable.

S(t1, t2) =
2 ∗ depth(LCS(t1, t2))
depth(t1) + depth(t2)

. (4)

Here, the least common sequence of t1 and t2 is represented by LCS.
In this case, the URLs are defined by a collection of taxonomic terms,

for example URL u1 signified by {skiing, resort} along with URL u2 by
{dance, hotel}. To identify similarity between two keywords, Wu and Palmer
can only compare two words like {resort ↔ hotel} and not between two
sets of terms {(hotel, dance) ↔ (resort, skiing)}. As a result, we can use
this scale to compare the similarity between different groups of phrases that
describe different things. With this methodology, pairings of phrases from
distinct URLs are first created, and then the degree of similarity between them
is calculated (using the Wu and Palmer method). This is followed by a process
that discovers the most comparable matches between two sets of words, such
as creating more pairings between the two sets that are best matched (based
on the calculated similarity).

Then we compare two things (i.e., sets of words) in the following ways:

S(U1,U2) =
∑

∀tiϵ max(|U1|,|U2|)

S(ti, tm(i))

max(|U1|, |U2|)
(5)

where S(ti, tm(i)) is the similarity among two terms from separate sets, and
tm(i) is the best matched term of the other set (U2) matching to the ti term of
set (U1).

Weighted words are used to better describe things. Consider the URL
below, which has the following weighted set of characteristics: U = {(resort,
0.89), (skiing, 0.2)}. URL U, tends to speak more about “resort” than “skiing”
because of its lighter weight. The following weighted set U’ = {(resort, 0.91),
(skiing, 0.91)} shows how relevant both of these phrases are to another URL.
We may thus conclude that phrases with a low weight have a less impact on
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determining the degree of similarity between two URLs. To lessen the overall
effect of phrases with low weights, consider their weights when assessing
similarity between URLs.

To illustrate, let’s assume that we can get the average weight of term w(ti,
tm(i)) and the best matched term (tm(i)) of ti from another set by applying
Equation (6)

w(ti, tm(i)) =
w(ti) + w(tm(i))

2×max(w(ti), w(tm(i)))
. (6)

To calculate the degree of similarity between the two sets of weighted
words provided below, we may expand the similarity measure presented in
(5) as follows.

S(U1,U2) =
∑

∀tiϵ max(|U1|,|U2|)

w(ti, tm(i)) ∗ S(ti, tm(i))

max(|U1|, |U2|)
. (7)

N-grams, rather than words, may be used to represent objects in the
suggested similarity metric, resulting in superior results. Consider the case
of URL U1, which symbolises the comic book ‘One Piece,’ and URL U2,
which represents the word ‘Japanese.’ Because the ‘One Piece’ comic series
is a Japanese one, as a result, there should be more than a 0 similarity between
these two URLs. Even if “one” and “piece” do not imply any connection to
‘Japanese’, they are nevertheless used. There are N-grams of phrases [21] that
indicate URLs that need to be dealt with. In the above example, representation
of URLs in N-grams is as follows: U1 = {one, piece, one_piece} and U2 =
{Japanese}. The suggested similarity metric may be used to determine the
similarity between these URLs as follows.

Firstly, make pairs of terms (here, N-grams) of two different URLs, i.e.
(Japanese ↔ one), (Japanese ↔ piece), (Japanese ↔ one_piece) and calcu-
late the similarity between every pair. In this case, the third pair will display
the degree to which these two URLs are similar. Taking into account the N-
gram representation of URLs is one way that the suggested similarity metric
might potentially provide improved results. In the next sections, however,
we shall discuss the phrase “representation of URLs” in order to make the
reader’s comprehension of the notion of clustering as clear as possible.

4.3.2 Clustering algorithm
A similarity measure is used to provide information on how close the docu-
ments are. However, the clustering algorithm will determine how to make use
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of values of similarity in this context. In the paper [19], a two-level clustering
approach is presented. This approach makes use of our similarity measure to
build high-quality clusters in a shorter amount of computing time.

An approach is described that takes DBSCAN one step further by allow-
ing for two-tiered clustering. KingPin dense areas will be identified, and
then DBSCAN will be used to detect clusters of URLs inside those regions.
This lessens the time and complexity required for DBSCAN while without
hindering its performance in any way. At the first level, it locates areas
with a high population density by using the threshold “T.” At the second
level, it locates clusters by using the minimal similarity “minSim” and the
minimum objects “minObj.” These two variables correspond exactly to what
DBSCAN refers to as the “Epsilon” and “minpts” values, respectively. The
“T” threshold will always be higher than the “minSim” threshold in this
case. This is because, in the first place, we locate dense areas (by locating
KingPins and their followers) in order to limit the amount of computing
complexity that the DBSCAN method requires. At the next level, it functions
in the same way as DBSCAN, except in order to identify the clusters, it
employs a collection of KingPins rather than the complete dataset directly.
Thus,

• At the first level, for specified threshold similarity “T,” this divides the
dataset D into groups composed of KingPins “K” along with individuals
who follow them.

• At level 2, the clusters that were produced in this manner are eligible for
further consolidation.

The following is how the process works.

Level 1: Identification of KingPins and their followers
The dataset (D) is divided into a cluster set of KingPins (KP) using this
procedure. The initial set of KingPins (K) is a bare one, and it gets filled
up piece by piece. The URL x ϵ D is allocated to the cluster signified by ki
and will become the “follower” of ki when the similarity between x and ki
is higher than a threshold “T.” Despite the fact that there may be a number
of these leaders, only the first one met is selected. If, on the other hand, no
such KingPin exists or the KingPin set is empty, then x becomes a KingPin
of set K. The number of people that follow each KingPin is also kept track of.
This technique produces a grouping of KingPins and the people that follow
them.

K = {(ki, followers(ki)}. (8)
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Finding a partition in O(n) time is a significant benefit of this approach.
It simply needs to do a single scan of the data from the secondary storage
device.

Level 2: Merging clusters using the cluster set approach
However, unlike DBSCAN, our system uses KingPins instead of a whole
dataset comprising URLs for this approach. It is able to identify clusters of
arbitrary form and noise. Those who are close to KingPins are clustered into
a single cluster, while those that don’t fit into any cluster are termed out-
liers. Both the minimum similarity (“minSim”) and minimum object density
(“minObj”) thresholds are required as inputs to this algorithm.

By calculating its similarity with other KingPins (kj ϵ K), we may deter-
mine which KingPins are neighbours of KingPin ki for a given “minSim”.
In this case, kj is the neighbour of ki if and only if sim (ki, kj) ≥ minSim.
“minObj” denotes the minimal number of URLs necessary in the KingPin
follower set in order to achieve the specified level of density. A KingPin
must be regarded dense or non-dense as well as its nearby KingPins’ (N(ki))
followers with similarity larger than “minSim” being counted as dense. kiK
is deemed dense if its follower set (including its neighbours) is higher than
“minObj,” i.e. |N(ki)| ≥ minObj. If a KingPin has a lot of pins, it’s said to be
in a cluster. If a non-dense KingPin has a similarity larger than “minSim” to
a dense KingPin, it may also be a component of a cluster. Otherwise, it is a
noisy outlier.

Due to DBSCAN’s usage of a dataset of n URLs, the computational time
is O(n2). Our approach, on the other hand, relies on KingPin k, rather than
the full URLs included in a dataset. k is a lot smaller than n in this case. As a
result, the level 2 running time is O(k2). Our suggested two-level clustering
algorithm has a total running time of O(n+ k2). This is far from the simple
DBSCAN, which is just O(n2). As a result, the computational cost of our
suggested system will be improved.

Two-level clustering has the same space complexity as DBSCAN, i.e.
O(n). There is still an O(n + k2) time complexity when using KingPins, but
it is much more manageable when using datasets with many URLs. With the
new clustering approach, computational complexity is reduced while cluster
quality is maintained.

4.4 Prediction Module

Now, the produced clusters will be used to make semantic predictions about
user behaviour instead of using the weighted log records for prediction. The
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HTTP GET method is used by the user to submit a query to the server based
on his interests. As seen in the query module in Figure 5, the server answers
with a list of URLs according to the specific query. The prediction module
uses this query for further processing when the user is viewing the current
page in order to forecast the pages that will be clicked in the near future.
The query is first broken down into keywords by the query parser. Then, a
set of taxonomy categories are assigned to a set of keywords relating to that
query.

Taxonomy terms have now been added to the query. The best match
cluster is then found by calculating the degree of similarity between the query
and the clusters. Then, in order to respond to the query, only the pertinent
cluster is utilised. The system only calculates the query’s similarity to each
URL in that cluster. The prioritised URLs are the results, ordered by how
closely they match the query. The corresponding web pages are downloaded
and cached so that the subsequent user’s request can be handled by the cache.

5 Illustration of the Proposed System Using an Example

Here, an illustration of the proposed semantic prefetching system has
been provided to help you comprehend it. Take the sports-focused web-
site www.sportstrip.com as an example. The many URLs connected to the
website www.sportstrip.com are displayed in Table 2.

Table 2 Web pages of imaginary web portal www.sportstrip.com
URL ID URL

URL1 www.sportstrip.com/affairs/skate.html

URL2 www.sportstrip.com/travel/skate_hotel.html

URL3 www.sportstrip.com/training/skate.html

URL4 www.sportstrip.com/sports/skate.html

URL5 www.sportstrip.com/wintersports/ice-skate.html

URL6 www.sportstrip.com/sale/skateboard.html

URL7 www.sportstrip.com/wintersports/skiing.html

URL8 www.sportstrip.com/sports/tennis.html

URL9 www.sportstrip.com/sale/tennisracket.html

URL10 www.sportstrip.com/sale/skiboots.html

URL11 www.sportstrip.com/atmospheric_cond/tennisracket.html

URL12 www.sportstrip.com/sports/tennis/rules.html

URL13 www.sportstrip.com/training/tennis.html
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Suppose association rule mining is used, and one of the several rules R
found using the access logs is of the following format:

R:www.sportstrip.com/sport/skate.html,ww.sportstrip.com/travel/skate_hotel
.html → www.sportstrip.com/training/skate.html.

Table 2 shows that there are a number of pages that users may find
interesting, including /affairs/skate.html and /sale/skateboard.html. These,
however, are not on the list offered by the conventional approaches. This
typically happens when a webpage is new or does not show up in fre-
quently mined rules using association rules. Identical to the website provided
in rule R, www.sportstrip.com/affairs/skate.html and www.sportstrip.com/
travel/hotels.html likewise have semantically similar content. However,
because the system does not recognise the similarities between two URLs,
it will not provide the user with the same outcome.

This work is an attempt to present an approach that merges usage data and
domain knowledge to obtain more contextual information in order to address
this deficiency.

In the first stage, keywords describing the URLs shown in Table 2 were
extracted and are shown in Table 3. Since weights are only taken into account
to prioritise the URLs that are most closely related to the query, they are not
displayed in this example.

Then, taxonomy categories are added to each URL. Table 4 lists the
taxonomy terms used to describe the URLs listed in Table 3.

Table 3 Keywords corresponding to URLs of www.sportstrip.com
URL ID URLs Keywords
URL1 www.sportstrip.com/affairs/skate.html Affairs, skate, sports
URL2 /travel/skate_hotel.html Travel, skate, hotel
URL3 /training/skate.html Training, tutorial, sports, skate
URL4 /sports/skate.html Sports, skate
URL5 /wintersports/ice-skate.html Winter, sports, snow, ice-skate
URL6 /sale/skateboard.html deal, skateboard
URL7 /wintersports/skiing.html Winter, sports, skiing, ice
URL8 /sports/tennis.html Sports, tennis
URL9 /sale/tennisracket.html Sale, tennis, racket
URL10 /sale/skiboots.html Sale, sports, ski, skiboots
URL11 /atmospheric_cond/tennisracket.html Atmospheric condition, snow condition
URL12 /sports/tennis/rules.html Sports, tennis rules
URL13 /training/tennis.html Sports, training, tennis
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Table 4 Categories characterizing the web pages of www.sportstrip.com
URL ID URLs Taxonomy Terms
URL1 www.sportstrip.com/affairs/skate.html Events, skate, sports
URL2 /travel/skate_hotel.html Trip, skate, resort
URL3 /training/skate.html Training, skate, sports
URL4 /sports/skate.html Sports, skate
URL5 /wintersports/ice-skate.html Winter, sports, ice, skate
URL6 /sale/skateboard.html deal, skateboard
URL7 /wintersports/skiing.html Winter, sports, skiing, ice
URL8 /sports/tennis.html Sports, tennis
URL9 /sale/tennisracket.html deal, tennis, racket
URL10 /sale/skiboots.html deal, sports, ski, boots
URL11 /atmospheric_cond/snow.html weather, ice
URL12 /sports/tennis/rules.html Sports, tennis, rules
URL13 /training/tennis.html Sports, training, tennis

The URLs in Table 4 are divided into three clusters based on their
taxonomy keywords after applying the clustering technique to the web pages
contained in the imaginary web portal.

C1: {/affairs/skate.html,
/travel/skate_hotel.html,
/sports/skate.html,
/training/skate.html,
/sale/skateboard.html}

C2: {/wintersports/ice-skate.html,
/wintersports/skiing.html,
/sale/skiboots.html
/atmospheric_cond/snow.html}

C3: {/sports/tennis.html,
/sale/tennisracket.html,
/sports/tennisrules.html,
/training/tennis.html}

Let’s utilise the user-provided search term “skating hotel” as an example.
The taxonomy terms “t” = “skates, resort” are mapped to the keywords “k =
skates, hotel” that correspond to the supplied query. As a result of calculating
the similarity between the query and the clusters, cluster C1 is determined to
be the best match cluster for the query that has been enriched with taxonomy
words. Instead of checking all URLs at this moment, just those in cluster C1
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Figure 5 Running example for the user given query.

are used to find the relevant URLs according to the specified query. Prioritized
URLs are obtained as shown in Figure 5 once the similarity between the query
and URLs in cluster C1 has been calculated.

Instead of merely extracting a set of rules that include URLs, the
suggested architecture generates a large number of URLs that are dis-
tinguished by the thematic terms that appear to be of interest to users.
The URLs that would not otherwise be proposed are taken into account
by this approach. A relevant page may be excluded from the prediction
list if it has never been visited, as was previously noted. For instance,
the query “skate” would take into account any pertinent URLs that are
part of the best-matched cluster based on similarity, which in this case is
C1. In the light of the aforementioned study, the URLs from the original
output list, www.sportstrip.com/training/skate.html, which was previously
indicated, have been enlarged to include the URLs in cluster C1, which may
be significant for the query.

In order to generate a wide range of predictions, the suggested system
explores the semantics of the content information found in usage data. As
a result, the prediction model’s accuracy rises, allowing users to access
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Figure 6 Snapshot of imported web access logs into the proposed system.

previously prefetched objects in subsequent requests and making efficient use
of network bandwidth.

6 Experimental Results

Implementation as well as testing on a large dataset demonstrate the sug-
gested prediction system’s efficacy. Microsoft Visual Studio 12.0 and SQL
Server 2012 were utilized to investigate the performance of prediction.
Details of the dataset and the metrics used to evaluate prediction perfor-
mance are provided in this section of the paper. Following subsection finally,
presents the impact of SPUDK on precision, hit ratio and latency.

For the purposes of testing, American OnLine (AOL) search logs from
the beginning of March 2006 through the end of May 2006 were used. Over
the course of three months, 650k users generated 20 million web inquiries.
Included in the dataset is [22] (ClickURL, ItemRank, QueryTime, AnonID,
Query). The data set is split 80:20 between test set and training set. It was
necessary to develop a prediction system using a training set, and it was
necessary to perform several test cases on a testing set composed of a variety
of query sets. Figure 6 shows a snapshot of the web access logs.

6.1 Performance Evaluation

In the literature [23, 24], performance of prediction is measured in terms
of two major performance metrics: precision and hit ratio. These metrics
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have also been utilized to assess the precision of prediction in our own study,
where:

Precision: A user’s likelihood of visiting a prefetched page may be gauged
using precision. In order to compute precision, you divide the total number
of cached requests by the total number of predictions.

Precision =
total number of requests fetched by cache

total predictions
. (9)

Hit ratio: The hit ratio is a helpful metric for determining how likely it is that
a user’s request will be fulfilled by the cache’s prefetched pages. By dividing
the number of requests discovered in the cache by the total number of requests
made by users, the hit ratio can be derived

Hit ratio =
total number of requests fetched by cache

total users’ requests
. (10)

Evaluation results are provided in following subsections.

6.1.1 Comparison between prefetching systems based on WUM,
WCM and SPUDK

There have been many different test cases used to make a comparison
between these three systems. There was a test cases series that was exe-
cuted for a variety of sessions, ranging from shorter ones to longer ones.
For the WUM method in our trials, we employed the Markov model-based
technique [25] and the association rule mining technique [26]. For the WCM
technique, we used the keyword-based approach [26]. As can be seen in
Figures 7 and 8, the performance of the suggested model was superior to
that of the other two models.

Figure 7(a) shows that in the case of WUM and WCM techniques, preci-
sion of prediction is very low in a smaller session while SPUDK performed
well. On average, a 56% improvement in precision was achieved, as depicted
in Table 5.

Figure 7(b) shows that even in a longer session SPUDK performed well
as compared to WUM and WCM techniques and achieved an average 23.5%
improvement in precision, as depicted in Table 5.

Figure 8(a) shows that in the case of WUM and WCM techniques, the
cache hit ratio is very low in a smaller session while SPUDK performed well.
An average of 54% improvement in hit ratio was achieved, as depicted in
Table 5.
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Figure 7(a) Comparison of the precision between WUM, WCM and SPUDK in a smaller
session.
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Figure 7(b) Comparison of the precision between WUM, WCM and SPUDK in a longer
session.

Figure 8(b) shows that even in a longer session SPUDK performed well
as compared to the WUM and WCM techniques and achieved a 16.5% on
average improvement in hit ratio, as depicted in Table 5.

Experiments have led to the conclusion that WUM as well as WCM may
perform better in longer user sessions; nevertheless, the effectiveness of these
strategies is significantly reduced in shorter user sessions. On the other hand,
the suggested prediction system known as SPUDK works well in both shorter
and longer sessions. By considering semantics this model performs a step
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Figure 8(b) Comparison of the hit ratio between WUM, WCM and SPUDK in a longer
session.

forward to others. Based on semantics of queries, we can find a broad set of
prediction results even in the case of smaller sessions. We analysed the data
shown in Table 5 by referring to the graphs that are shown in Figures 7 and 8.

Based on the findings, it is possible to draw the conclusion that our
methodology, which we refer to as SPUDK, unquestionably produces
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Table 5 Comparison of WUM, WCM with SPUDK for precision and hit ratio
Session Technique Precision Hit Ratio
Smaller session WUM 16% 38%

SPUDK 71% 88%
IMPROVEMENT 55% 50%

Smaller session WCM 14% 31%
SPUDK 71% 88%
IMPROVEMENT 57% 57%

Longer Session WUM 65% 76%
SPUDK 90% 91%
IMPROVEMENT 25% 15%

Longer Session WCM 68% 73%
SPUDK 90% 91%
IMPROVEMENT 22% 18%
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Figure 9 Latency comparison with the proposed prediction system.

superior outcomes, as shown by a roughly 39% improvement in precision
and practically an average of around 35% rise in hit ratio.

6.1.2 Impact on latency
After running test cases series consisting of query sets from the testing set of
the access logs with varying inputs, it was discovered that the amount of time
required to retrieve web pages using SPUDK for prefetching is almost cut
in half compared to the amount of time required to retrieve web pages when
prefetching is not used, as given in Table 6.
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Table 6 Comparison of latency
Average Time Taken

Without prefetch With prefetch Reduction % in Time
751 245 50.6%

As a result, significant progress has been made in reducing latency.
Figure 9 shows the same data.

Comparative analysis proved that SPUDK performed better than the
WUM and WCM techniques in terms of precision, hit ratio, and latency.

7 Conclusion

In order to deliver an accurate prediction that corresponds to the user’s query,
a semantically enhanced prefetching prediction system has been developed
in this research. It integrates web usage mining and domain knowledge
in the context of the semantics of the query terms. Enhancing the access
logs to semantic weighted log records, which carry the semantics of the
content provided by the user in the form of the query, is the key aspect
of this study. Taxonomy categories that are further clustered to offer the
prediction list by the prefetching module against the user’s query based on
the relevant cluster corresponding to query are added to semantic weighted
log records. A domain taxonomy and thesaurus are used to map access logs to
semantic weighted log records. Clustering is more computationally efficient
as a result of this categorisation. As a result, it generates a larger collection
of predictions that are based both on the original URLs and the semantic
categories associated with them. When compared to other mining approaches,
experimental evaluation reveals a reduction in latency that is 50.6% lower
on average, a rise in hit ratio of 35%, and an improvement in precision of
prediction that is 39% higher.

Although the techniques reported in this paper improve the hit ratio, the
precision of prediction and reduce delays, there is room for future expansion
of the proposed system to improve web performance. Some of the possible
extensions and issues that could be further explored in the near future are as
follows.

• Dynamic construction of taxonomy: In the proposed system, pre-
defined taxonomy is used which represents domain knowledge. There
is scope for dynamic construction of taxonomy where construction can
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be fully automated. This can alleviate the new-page problem which does
not belong to predefined categories in the hierarchy.

• Applicability on the semantic web: The proposed system may also be
made compatible with the semantic web.
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